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Who are you?
What are your expectations?
What do you hope to learn from this seminar?

Outline and main objectives
Main objectives
• Know and explain the purpose of various types of literature searches
• Know the reflection / filtering process needed to perform literature
search in accordance with good research practice
Outline
• The whys and hows of literature searches (broadly speaking)
• The art of searching systematically
 Thematic search in Scopus, ProQuest, HeinOnline and/or Web of Science
 Login to save your search
 Reference search in the same databases

(If time allows: practical guidance on Oria, VPN, library search support
in general)

Today’s schedule
13:15 – 14:00

Introduction (45 mins, plenary)

14:00 coffee break (15 mins)
14:15 – 15:00

Exercise 1 (30 mins + 15 mins plenary)
THEMATIC SEARCH

15:00 coffee break (15 mins)
15:15 – 16:00

Exercise 2 (20 mins + 10 mins plenary)
REFERENCE SEARCH
Epilogue (15 mins, plenary)

Our reading list
Pautasso 2013 Randolph 2009
•

Ten simple rules for Writing a Literature Review (Pautasso 2013)

•

- (Randolph 2009)
Searching for Studies : A Guide to Information Retrieval for Campbell
Systematic Reviews – Campbell Methods Guide 1 (Kugley et al. 2017)

Primarily practical and technical guidance

Our reading list
Pautasso 2013 Randolph 2009
•

Ten simple rules for Writing a Literature Review (Pautasso 2013)

•

A Guide to Writing the Dissertation Literature Review (Randolph 2009)

??? what exactly is a literature review ???

Our reading list
Pautasso 2013 Randolph 2009
•

Ten simple rules for Writing a Literature Review (Pautasso 2013)

•

A Guide to Writing the Dissertation Literature Review (Randolph 2009)

« For a dissertation, the supervisor and reviewers of the dissertation are the
primary audience. The scholars within the field that the dissertation relates to

are the secondary audience. Avoid writing the dissertation literature review for a
general, non-academic audience. What constitutes a good book is probably not
what constitutes a good dissertation, and vice versa. »

(Randolph, p. 4)
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The whys of literature searches – in general
1. Narrow topic search
– Why: Strengthen your argumentation
– How: Search that should target literature supporting as well as going against
your own hypothesis

2. Moving from student to scholar
– Why: Development of a confident researcher identity
– How: Practice and master research/information literacy skills related to
searching and evaluating sources, and thereby make informed choices

3. Literature review
– Why: Position your research in a context, refine your research questions
– How: Extensive search that should go beyond what is recommended by your
supervisor, iterative/continuous process (up to a certain point)

(Garson, 2016)

The hows of literature searches – in general
The traditional vs. the systematic literature review

•

Traditional literature reviews typically …
– summarise what is known on a topic
– provide details on the studies that they consider important

•

But they typically do not explain …
– the criteria used to identify and include those studies and/or
– why certain studies are discussed while others are not

•

If the process of identifying and including studies is not explicit, it is …
– not possible to assess the decision process
– not possible to interpret the meaning of the review findings

(taken from Fehrmann & Hawkins, 2015, who cite Gough, Oliver & Thomas, 2012)
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Four types of coverage :
« Exhaustive review »
« Exhaustive review with selective citation »
« Representative sample »
« Purposive sample »
(Randolph, p. 4)

The dissertation literature review
•

Some basic practical advice

-

Work on the dissertation literature review begins now !
(but not completed until at least two years from now)

-

Save your searches – from now on
(so that they can be reiterated and refined later)

-

Use general databases as well as subject-specific ones
(Scopus, Web of Science, Proquest Research Library, …)

-

Learn to master a reference management tool ASAP
(such as EndNote)

-

Reflect, and take notes along the way, on the selection criteria you use
(so that you can explain them in the final event)

Scopus
- analysing and evaluating database content
•

The largest abstract and citation
database of peer-reviewed
literature

•

Coverage
– all research fields
– 24 000+ serial titles
– 195 000+ non-serial books
and 750 book series.

Access through https://en.uit.no/ub > Databases

GRAPHICS: https://www.elsevier.com/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/69451/0597-Scopus-Content-Coverage-Guide-US-LETTER-v4-HI-singles-no-ticks.pdf

Scopus
- analysing and evaluating database content

•

Tools to track, analyse and
visualise research
– Journal ranking
– Citation impact
– Author information

Web of Science
- analysing and evaluating database content
•

Abstract and citation database

Selected journals from all disciplines
161 million records across 254 subject areas
(articles, conference proceedings, and more)

Access through
https://en.uit.no/ub
> Databases
Comparable to Scopus
Little overlap in coverage

Proquest Reseach Library
- analysing and evaluating database content
•

Similar to Scopus
and Web of Science

• Coverage across disciplines
(150 subjects areas – One Platform)
•

Many «subset» databases:
- Dissertations and Theses
- Education
- Linguistics
- Sociology
- Arts & Humanities
etc.

Access through https://en.uit.no/ub > Databases

Hein Online
•

Database and source of legal
materials

•

178 million+ pages and 270,000 titles
of historical and government
documents

•

More than 2700 law-related
periodicals

•

Academic journals, Congressional
Record, Federal Register, and Code
of Federal Regulations, entire
databases dedicated to treaties,
constitutions, case law, world trials,
classic treatises, international trade,
foreign relations, U.S. Presidents,
and much more.

Two ways of conducting a systematic search
1) Explore a new field

2) Go deeper into a field
already known to you

Systematic search – Example 1
•

Start out with genuine curiosity:

Basic question :
« is massive digitization of learning material such a good idea? »
or
« what effect does format (digital vs. paper) have on learning? »

Systematic search – Example 2
•

Start out with your research question:
« What are the impacts of climate change
on multilateral agreements
regarding arctic fisheries?»

– What are the key concepts?

Two ways of conducting a systematic search
1) Explore a new field

2) Go deeper into a field
already known to you

-

Remember to take note of
dominant authors and/or
journals

-

Remember to save as many
searches as you can (you can
always delete them later)

-

Try limiting your search to
review articles (in case there
are any good review articles,
you are likely to save time by
relying on the systematic work
of others)

-

Take note of authors and/or
journals / book series new to
you (completing your overview
of the field)

-

Try to track citations (might be
useful later)

Systematic search - Example

– Do separate searches, using one keyword at the time
– When you are satisfied with the keywords in one box, combine them
using the operator OR – Expanding effect
– When you are satisfied with two (or several) boxes, you can combine
each box using the operator AND – Limiting effect

– Don't be afraid of the Advanced Search option!

The reference search
•

When you have found the «cornerstone» of your research, you can use
this exact article/book to perform a reference search in databases that
provide this functionality.
– A great way to uncover more recent research within your field

The reference search
•

When you have found the «cornerstone» of your research, you can use
this exact article/book to perform a reference search in databases that
provide this functionality
Example:
An important, almost 30-year-old article:
“The Ideal and Reality of the Republic of Letters in the Enlightenment”,
written by Lorraine Daston

The question now is, what has been done in the field since 1991?

How one searches determines what one finds;
and what one finds is the basis of the conclusions of one’s integration of studies
(Glass, 1981)

Systematic literature search:
Key characteristics
•

Clearly stated set of objectives with pre-defined eligibility criteria for studies

•

An explicit, reproducible methodology

•

A systematic search that attempts to identify all studies that would meet the
eligibility criteria

•

An assessment of the validity of the findings of the included studies (e.g. any
risk of bias?)

•

A systematic presentation, and synthesis, of the characteristics and findings
of the included studies

 Transparency and reproducibility through clear reporting
(taken from Fehrmann & Hawkins, 2015, who cite Higgins & Green, 2011)

Systematic literature search:

A model for the humanities
1. Begin to formulate and state a focused research topic or question
2. Initial «scoping» activity
1. What and where are the possible information sources? Clarify topic. Clarify criteria
that will be used to select sources, and criteria that will be used to select
information from chosen sources (IE: Inclusion/Exclusion)
3. Design a comprehensive or targeted search
4. Do searches. Screen and choose possible information sources
5. Second screening. Use your IE criteria with resources that pass initial screening:
decide which items to keep
6. Identify and «extract» information from resources selected
7. Analyse the information chosen to address review topic
8. Construct the picture, integration, or “answer” that seems to grow out of the information
that you have chosen
9. Create a document that can be shared that contains the «results of steps 1-8. Present
this report in a manner that allows other to clearly see and possibly reproduce steps 48.
(taken from Fehrmann & Hawkins, 2015)
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Summary
What we have done
• The whys and hows of literature searches
• Topics in the art of searching & database testing
 Superficial testing of Scopus / Web of Science / Proquest Research Library
 Exercise in broadening and refining (filtering) searches
 General guidelines on how to reflect and act systematically when searching

What you should be (more) confident about
• Know and explain the purpose of various types of literature searches
• Know the research/information literacy skills needed to perform literature
search in accordance with good research practice

Access to literature via the University Library
•

Access to electronic resources
when outside campus

VPN (Virtual Private Network)
• Log-in to identify yourself as a
local (UiT) user
AnyConnect
• Software to secure access to the
entire UiT electronic portfolio
• One-time download and
installation

•
http://www.droid-life.com
http://computer.howstuffworks.com

Get it at
http://en.uit.no/om/orakelet

Easy access to e-resources: Mac illustration

After installation,
Cisco AnyConnect
is put into the top
menu in Finder
Each time you
need to connect,
click the icon and
enter your
password
Work as if you
were in your office
at UiT!

In case of technical problems,
contact the ORACLE (UiT helpdesk)

Oria.no : The library search catalogue

Log in with your UiT username
and password

• Search for keywords, «phrases», names
or «full titles»
• Combine search terms with AND
• Use * to truncate your searches, e.g.
method*  method, methods,
methodology, methodological, ...

• Save and manage your
searches
• Renew your loans
• Request books/articles from
other libraries

Filter your searches (material type, subject area, year of publication, etc.)
Default is no filtering on type of source:
books, journal articles, theses are
displayed in the same list of results

Selecting “all libraries” here gives you a
broader search immediately (to
recommend if you’re not in an extreme
hurry).
If you don’t find what you search for,
reserve via “Can’t find it?”

If you do an initial broad search, filter it by
using the right-hand-side menus

If you want a book that only exists in eformat in another institution, consider
asking us to buy it!

Finding relevant databases

Searching in Scopus
•

Keywords
– Teach*
– Method*
– Game*
– Learning

•

Subject area
– Social Sciences

•

Year
– 2010 – present

Game-based learning
teaching methods
Narrowing your search

Try different combinations of
keywords to obtain a satisfying
result list.

Searching in Scopus

Travel literature
Canada
Broaden your search

•

Keywords
– “Travel literature”
– Canada

•

Broadening using operators
– Canada OR America* OR
US OR Arctic*

Analysing in Scopus

Journals and authors
in the field

•

Dyslexia AND School

•

Analyse search results
– Source (journals with most
articles indexed with the
search terms)
– Author (authors with most
articles indexed with the
search term)

ProQuest Research Library
- a platform with UiT access to more than 30 databases

View by
subject:
Literature &
Language (10)
• Advanced
search
• Second
language
acquisition
AND
Norwegian
AND
German

Advanced search
ProQuest Research Library

Looking for the PhD work of others?
ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global (PQDT Global)
•

The world's most comprehensive
collection of full-text dissertations and
theses
–
–
–
–

•

US, UK, Ireland
Millions of searchable citations (1861 )
1 million in full-text (pdf), primarily 1997 
70 000 (in full-text) added each year,
partnership with 700 leading institutions
worldwide

Coverage
– Business and Economics, Medical
Sciences, Science, Technology,
Agriculture, Social Sciences, Arts,
Humanities

•

Not indexed in Oria
proquest.com

Searching in PQ Dissertations & Theses

Searching a given thesis:
Negotiating identities: Iranian
Jews, Muslims and Baha'is in the
memoirs of Rayhan Rayhani
(1859--1939)
Amanat, Mehrdad. (2006)
University of California, LA

•

Basic search
– Author name OR
– (parts of) title

Searching in PQ Dissertations & Theses

Searching a given topic (fulltext):
Henrik Ibsen
Women
Literature

1. Basic search: Ibsen
– Limit to full text
– AND “women”
– Save search
2. Advanced search: Liminality in
literature
– “gender” in Abstract
– “literature” in Subject heading
– Save search
3. Combine selected searches
– My research, saved searches
4. Get notified: Create alert

PQ Dissertations & Theses: exercises
Use your own research question as starting point

1. Do an advanced search on a relevant topic, identifying predefined
subject headings
2. If few hits, try near-synonyms, and/or include abstract information
3. If time, create a profile, save your search, and do a second search,
which you combine with the first one.

Global search – various national library
catalogues simultaneously

EXERCISE 1 – Systematic search
Build a search using keywords from your own research question.
Use one (or all) of the databases (Scopus, Web of Science or ProQuest Research Library).
Remember to take notes
• Take a close look at your research question.
• Identify the key concepts.
• Identify some databases in which you can perform the search and start with the one you
think is best suited.
• List up some of your own keywords to each of the concepts in your research question.
• Use the indexed keywords in the database if possible.
• Build a search using keywords and remember:
• Work with one box at the time.
• Use the search history!
• Start out with one keyword at the time.
• Combine all the keywords in one box using the operator OR.
• Combine the boxes using the operator AND.
• Save your search and set up a RSS feed (requires a user profile in the database).
• Build the search once more, with necessary adjustments, using the next database on your
list.

EXERCISE 2 – Reference Search

Use one of the essential articles (or books) in your own research, or choose
one of the oldest publications that you found during the systematic search, to
do a reference search in Proquest.
• When you have found the article, look for other research that have cited the
article in question.
• Refine your search using the facets in the database.
• Save some of the results (remember to login!).
• This can be of great value when searching for newer research within a
field/topic.
• If you cannot find the article in Proquest, try another database that you
know of.
• If time, use Google Scholar for the same search.
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